
COMPANY CAPABILITIES
Bring the authentic Italian taste to your table 



INTRODUCTION

Company

Products

traditional range of Italian products, dry and 

frozen, masterfully crafted according to the 

richest culinary traditions of Italy to provide 

consumers with exceptional flavors, bringing 

all the joy and pleasure of tasting quality food 

products. 

with over 30 years of experience in the food 

industry and a portfolio of over 700 dry and 

frozen items, Agritalia represents an effective 

and simple solution to run authentic Italian 

private label projects ensuring the highest 

flexibility.



ITALIAN PRODUCTS
DRY GROCERY CATALOGUE
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Canned goods
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bruschetta, tapenade, vegetables, 

table olives

kids bars & puffs, kids cereal

protein bars, organic bars

pulses

coffee powder, coffee beans
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Couscous 

Filled pasta

Dressings

Dried snacks

Drinks & beverage

Egg pasta
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plain  couscous, flavored 

couscous, gluten-free couscous

dressings “all’Italiana”

dried soft fruit

plant-based milk, cold brew 

coffee

egg noodles

shelf-stable filled pasta
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Fruit juice
apple juice
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Oils
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extra virgin olive oil, cooking oil, 

flavored oil, PGI and PDO oil
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Meat substitutes

Gluten-free pasta

Gnocchi

Hot beverages

Meal kit

legume pasta, cereal pasta

potato gnocchi

hot chocolate, cocoa mix

pasta cup, one pot meal ready to 

cook, all-in-one, legumes cup

plant-based burger mix

Pasta

Pasta sauce

Pesto

artisan pasta, teflon pasta, kids’ 

pasta 

white-based sauces, 

red-based sauces, vegan sauces

conventional pesto, vegan 

pesto, plant-based pesto

Polenta 

traditional polenta

Quinoa

plain quinoa

Salty snacks
grissini, tarallini
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Seasonings 

flavored salt

Tomatoes 

tomato paste, canned tomatoes, 

tomato purée

Vinegar 

balsamic vinegar of Modena, 

balsamic glaze, wine vinegar



packaging

glass jar

bruschetta and tapenade
tasty selection of vegetable-

based salty spread. Bruschetta 

is made with roughly chopped 

vegetables and the texture is 

chunky. Tapenade is made 

with finely chopped vegetables 

and the texture is creamy and 

velvety. Perfect for canapés, 

crackers or crispy grilled 

bread.

size

depends upon request

mpr

5K to 45K units

(depending upon supplier)

appetizers

packaging

glass jar

marinated and grilled 

vegetables
must-have selection of 

preserved vegetables, grilled 

or simply marinated, made with 

raw materials from Italian 

farms. Ideal for enriching pasta 

salads, for topping grilled 

bread or pizza and enjoy an 

extra layer of Italian taste.

size

depends upon request

mpr

5K to 45K units

(depending upon supplier)

top sellers

sundried tomatoes, 

peppers, artichokes

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, all 

natural

0807

top sellers

black olives, sundried 

tomatoes, peppers, 

artichokes

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, all 

natural



table olives

wide range of Italian specialties,  

perfect as snack or creative 

appetizers. Olives are harvested 

at the perfect stage of ripeness 

for each variety to deliver the 

best flavor. Also enjoyable on 

pizza, mixed with fresh salads 

or plain to taste the original 

flavor.

packaging

glass jar, tray

size

depends upon request

mpr

5K units

appetizers

top sellers

Gaeta olives, Leccino 

olives, stuffed olives

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial additives

1009



kids bars and puffs

trendy snacks made in Italy with high-quality organic raw materials from 

selected Italian farmers. Crispy bars made with oat or brown rice, 

enriched with delicious fruits, or fluffy legume-based puffs to provide a 

healthy bite.

packaging

box, pouch

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

depends 

upon request

top sellers

oat bars with apple and 

orange, oat bars with 

raspberry, lentil puffs 

with carrot

features

product of Italy, organic, 

no artificial flavorings or 

colorings, gluten free

kids cereals

Crunchy cereals made in Italy with carefully selected ingredients from 

Italian farmers. Enriched with soft marshmallows pieces for a touch of 

extra sweetness. No high fructose syrup added to ensure healthiness 

without sacrificing taste. 

packaging

box

size

10oz

mpr

depends 

upon request

top sellers

oat cereals with 

marshmallows pieces

features

product of Italy, organic, 

no artificial flavorings or 

colorings, gluten free

1211

baby snacks & cereals



packaging

single serve in box

protein bars

soft or crunchy bars exquisite 

source of protein and fiber. 

With carefully selected cereals 

and fruits from Italian farmers. 

Ideal for those who follow a 

sporty lifestyle and are looking 

for a protein-based and healthy 

snack.

size

depends upon request

mpr

50K units

bars

packaging

single serve in box

organic bars

soft or crunchy bars exquisite 

source of fiber and vitamin. 

With carefully selected cereals 

and fruits from Italian farmers. 

Perfect at breakfast or for a 

quick and light snack.

size

depends upon request

mpr

50K units

top sellers

goji, pomegranate, 

mango-cranberries

features

product of Italy, source 

of fiber, organic

1413

top sellers

coffee, cranberries, 

dates

features

product of Italy, source 

of protein and fiber



pulses

traditional assortment of Italian 

pulses, processed without 

artificial flavors or additives to 

preserve the natural taste and 

properties of the raw materials. 

Excellent source of protein, 

suitable to prepare soups, 

salads and many pasta recipes.

packaging

can, glass jar

size

depends upon request

mpr

45K units

canned goods

top sellers

chickpeas, black beans, 

cannellini beans

features

product of Italy, rich in 

protein

1615



coffee powder

selected range of excellent coffees, finely roasted for an intense aroma, 

with a smooth taste. From seeding to harvesting, all the production 

phases are subject to multiple checks to provide the highest quality and 

finest aroma.

packaging

pods (arabica),

bag or can (blend)

size

depends upon 

request

mpr

180K units

top sellers

100% arabica, arabica 

and robusta blend, 

robusta coffee beans

features

product of Italy, natural 

ingredients.  

packaging

bag (robusta beans) 

coffee beans

size

depends upon request

mpr

2 tons coffee

coffee

+

for coffee lovers who like to 

grind their coffee at home, the 

robusta aroma in beans is the 

perfect solution. From seeding 

to harvesting, all the 

production phases are subject 

to multiple checks to provide 

the highest quality and finest 

aroma.

1817



plain couscous

among the most known and 

appreciated food from the 

Mediterranean gastronomy. 

Comes out by moistening 

durum wheat semolina with 

water until they blend into tiny, 

delightful grains. Good source 

of carbs and energy, perfect to 

cook creative hot or cold 

preparations.

packaging

box

size

depends upon request

mpr

10K units

couscous

top sellers

traditional, pearled

features

product of Italy, good 

source of carbs

2019



flavored couscous

delectable alternative to plain couscous. Each recipe comes with its 

flavoring sachet to turn simple couscous into an exquisite meal ready to 

eat in few minutes.

packaging

box

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

50K units

top sellers

garlic and olive oil, 

lemon and herbs

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

gluten free couscous

innovative variation to durum wheat couscous, suitable for those who 

are intolerant to gluten and are looking for a tasty alternative. Enriched 

with the natural properties of cereals and legumes.

packaging

box

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

6 tons couscous

top sellers

red lentil, buckwheat, 

corn

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, no artificial flavorings 

or colorings

2221

couscous



packaging

glass jar, tube

dressings “all’Italiana”

velvety selection of sauces 

with outstanding flavor, 

enriched with spices and 

herbs to add extra taste to any 

preparation. Perfect to garnish 

burgers, sandwiches, grilled 

vegetables, roasted meats. 

Also, ideal to add a creamy 

layer to fresh salads.

size

depends upon request

mpr

25K units

dressings

packaging

pouch

dried soft fruit

an alternative way to enjoy 

fruit. Natural snacks suitable to 

be eaten plain or to garnish 

creamy yogurts for a healthy 

break. Made with carefully 

selected raw materials, gently 

processed to preserve the 

original taste of fruit.

size

depends upon request

mpr

50K units

dried snacks

top sellers

burger sauce, Italian 

salad dressing, honey 

mustard

features

product of Italy, wide 

range of recipes

top sellers

apricots, figs, plums

features

product of Italy, all 

natural, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings

2423



plant-based milk

exquisite substitutes to 

traditional milk made with the 

best raw materials from 

selected farms. Almond, 

coconut and oat are rich in 

nutritional benefits and ideal for 

adding more fiber and vitamins 

as part of a healthy lifestyle. 

Perfect for those who follow a 

vegan diet and looking for 

delicious alternatives.

packaging

Tetra brik with cap

size

33.8 fl. oz

mpr

82K units

drinks & beverage

2625

top sellers

almond milk, coconut 

milk, oat milk

features

product of Italy, vegan, 

plant-based, all natural



cold brew coffee

premium non-carbonated soft 

drink, masterfully crafted in Italy 

with authentic Arabic coffee 

blend. Organic and all natural 

with no artificial colorings or 

flavorings to ensure a genuine 

taste. Coffee remains in 

infusion from 12 to 24 hours in 

low temperature water to gently 

release its delightful aroma. 

Plus, it is sugar free!

packaging

glass bottle

size

9.3 fl. oz

mpr

depends upon request

drinks & beverage

2827

top sellers

coffee (Arabic blend)

features

product of Italy, organic, 

sugar free, all natural



egg noodles

short, twisted ribbons of egg 

pasta, to enjoy with favorite 

pasta sauce or dipped in broth. 

Made in Italy with carefully 

selected raw materials, without 

artificial flavorings or colorings 

for the most authentic taste.

packaging

cello bag

size

depends upon request

mpr

30 tons pasta

egg pasta

top sellers

wide; extra wide

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

3029



shelf-stable fille pasta

made with carefully selected 

ingredients and masterfully 

crafted with the traditional 

Italian expertise. Exquisite in 

broth or with light sauces.

packaging

stand up bag

size

depends upon request

mpr

10K units

top sellers

ricotta and spinach, four

cheeses

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe

filled pasta

3231



apple juice

refreshing, pleasant juice made 

in Italy with best raw materials, 

to provide a genuine product. 

Apple is a healthy fruit rich in 

mineral salts and vitamin B1, 

essential for the correct 

metabolic functions. Perfect at 

breakfast, after exercise or 

whenever it's important to top 

up with a healthy boost of 

energy.

packaging

glass bottle

size

depends upon request

mpr

depends upon request

fruit juice

3433

top sellers

apple juice

features

product of Italy, rich in 

vitamin, all natural



legume-based riced pasta

tasty alternative to durum wheat pasta, made in Italy with high-quality 

legume flours. No artificial colorings or flavorings added to provide with 

the authentic, rich taste of pulses. Ideal for those who are intolerant to 

gluten.

packaging

box

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

6 tons pasta

top sellers

red lentils, chickpeas, 

green peas

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, rich in protein

cereal-based pasta

innovative variation to durum wheat pasta, made with selected grains 

or grain mixes. Packed with a natural combination of healthy nutrients 

to respond to any nutrition request. Ideal for those who are intolerant to 

gluten.

packaging

box

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

6 tons pasta

top sellers

corn and rice, oat, teff

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, rich in fiber

gluten-free pasta

3635



packaging

tray

potato gnocchi

soft, delicious dumpling  

prepared according to the 

traditional recipe from northern 

Italy. Perfect pairing for a 

tomato-based sauce. Excellent 

oven-baked, enriched with a 

handful of mozzarella cheese 

for an extra layer of goodness.

size

depends upon request

mpr

2K units

gnocchi

packaging

box or can

hot chocolate and cocoa 

mix
premium cocoa mix, plain or 

flavored with aromatic spices, 

perfect for preparing a smooth, 

heartwarming hot chocolate 

during wintertime. Vegan-ok 

variation available, made with 

dairy free ingredients without 

sacrificing taste.

size

depends upon request

mpr

45K units

hot beverages

top sellers

potato gnocchi

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe

top sellers

flavored mix, vegan mix, 

plain cocoa powder

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

3837



pasta cup ready to eat

ready to eat pasta in a delightful sauce made in Italy with the best raw 

materials, delivered in a handy pot totally recyclable. Very easy and 

quick to prepare using the microwave or adding boiling water into the 

cup. Enjoy the authentic Italian taste in only 3 minutes!

packaging

cup

size

depends 

upon request

mpr

depends upon 

request

top sellers

tomato and basil, 

tomato and mozzarella, 

mac & cheese

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, all natural, gluten-

free option available

one-pot meal ready to cook

made in Italy with high-quality raw materials, inspired by original recipes 

from the Italian culinary heritage, carefully dehydrated and ready to cook 

straight in the pan, without draining or adding other ingredients. 

Masterfully crafted delivering an exquisite meal with a genuine flavor.

packaging

soft pouch

size

depends 

upon recipe

mpr

35K units

top sellers

orecchiette with broccoli, 

pennette with Porcini 

mushrooms, pennette 

with tomato and basil

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, all natural, vegan 

option available

4039

meal kit



packaging

box (pasta)

pouch (rice cauliflower)

all-in-one

exquisite selection of ready to

eat not pre-cooked meal, easy 

and quick to prepare in 

microwave or pan. Crafted 

according the original recipes 

with high-quality raw materials 

and no artificial colorings or 

flavorings. Ideal to taste a 

homestyle pasta dish in few 

minutes wherever desired!

size

depends upon recipe

mpr

15K units (pasta)

100K units (rice cauliflower)

packaging

cup

legumes cup

innovative instant meal made 

with delicious pulses, which 

reinvent the way of eating 

legumes while preserving all 

the natural properties of raw 

materials. Perfect for those 

who want to add more protein 

and fiber in their diet with a 

tasty meal easy to prepare with 

only hot water or in microwave.

size

depends upon request

mpr

30K units

4241

meal kit

top sellers

cacio & pepe, Alfredo, 

tomato & basil, rice 

cauliflower

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, all 

natural

top sellers

original, Indian-style, 

hot & spicy

features

product of Italy, plant-

based, all natural, rich in 

protein and fiber

Legumes
Cup



plant-based burger mix

innovative legume-based 

mixture, perfect as revolutionary 

meat substitute in many 

preparations where ground 

meat is required. Perfect for 

those who follow a vegan diet 

or have celiac disease as it is 

naturally gluten-free. Available 

plain or flavored, it is ideal to 

prepare creative patties or a 

vegan variation of Italian Ragù. 

packaging

cello bag in box

size

7 or 9.2 oz (depends 

upon recipe)

mpr

25K units

meat substitutes

4443

top sellers

plain (ground meat-

style), chicken-style, 

spicy flavoring

features

product of Italy, vegan, 

plant-based, soy-free



packaging

glass bottle

extra virgin olive oil

extensive range of olive oils 

from major producing 

countries. Bottled in Italy with 

advanced techniques to 

preserve original taste and 

properties.

size

depends upon request

mpr

120K units

oils

packaging

glass bottle

cooking oils

great selection of cooking oils 

ideal for everyday use thanks 

to a balanced taste and high 

smoking point. 
size

depends upon request

mpr

15K units

top sellers

Italian, Med blend, 

organic Med blend

features

bottled in Italy, organic

top sellers

avocado, grapeseed, 

sunflower seed

features

bottled in Italy

4645



packaging

glass bottle

flavored extra virgin 

olive oil 
bottled in Italy, made with 

high-quality extra virgin olive 

oil and the most fragrant 

spices and herbs. Contains 

flavorings particles to enhance 

taste. Recommended drizzled 

over pasta salads, pizza, 

grilled vegetables, to add an 

extra kick of flavor. 

size

8.5 fl. oz

mpr

10K units

packaging

glass bottle

PGI/PDO extra virgin 

olive oil
premium selection of certified 

extra virgin olive oil from all 

over Italy. Excellent flavor 

profiles providing a delicious, 

gourmet touch to cooking 

preparations. 

size

16.9 fl. oz

mpr

75K units

top sellers

chili infused, garlic 

infused, lemon infused

features

bottled in Italy, no 

artificial additives

top sellers

PGI Roma, PGI 

Toscana, PDO Umbria

features

product of Italy, PGI 

certified, PDO certified

oils

4847



artisan pasta

made in Italy according to the 

most traditional recipe of 

ancient Neapolitan “maestri 

pastai”. Bronze cut for a rough 

and porous surface, ideal for 

catching the sauce plentifully. 

Slow drying at low temperature 

in static cells to enhance 

natural flavor.

packaging

stand up bag, cello with tent

size

16 oz, other sizes 

available upon request

mpr

2 tons pasta

pasta

top sellers

bucatini, fusilli, linguine

features

product of Italy, bronze 

cut, slow drying

5049



packaging

cello bag, box

kids pasta

size

8.8 oz, other sizes 

available upon request 

mpr

3 tons pasta

packaging

cello bag, box

teflon pasta

made in Italy with selected 

durum wheat semolina and 

water, without artificial 

flavorings or colorings. A wide 

range of short and long cuts 

with excellent cooking texture 

to enjoy the authentic flavors 

of Italy at home. 

size

16 oz, other sizes 

available upon request

mpr

2 tons (fusilli), 8 to 12 

tons (penne, spaghetti)

pasta

funny, trendy cuts for children, 

to entice them to eat pasta. 

Bronze extruded to provide a 

rough texture and a porous 

surface catching the sauce 

plentifully.

top sellers

Fusilli, penne, spaghetti

features

product of Italy

5251

top sellers

zoo, dinosaurs, sea 

shapes

features

product of Italy, bronze 

cut, flavored option 

available



white-base sauces

selected range of the best 

white sauces from the Italian 

gastronomy, such as Alfredo 

sauce from Lazio region. Made 

with the best ingredients and  

masterfully crafted to provide 

the creamiest texture. Perfect 

to coat any pasta shape or as 

creative pizza topping.  Also 

suitable for Mac & Cheese 

preparation!

packaging

glass jar

size

14.5 oz

mpr

10K (four cheese) 3,5-50K 

(Alfredo, depending upon 

supplier)

pasta sauce

5453

top sellers

classic Alfredo, garlic 

Alfredo, four cheese

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings



packaging

glass jar or pouch

tomato-based sauces

a wide range of red sauces 

made with pulpy tomatoes, 

harvested at the ideal stage of 

ripeness for a juicy pulp and a 

vibrant red color. Some of the 

most loved Italian recipes 

straight from grandams 

cookbook ready to eat at 

home.

size

24.3 oz, other sizes 

available upon request 

mpr

3,5K to 100K units

(depending upon supplier)

vegan sauces

a selected range of white 

and red-based sauces 

perfect to enjoy a vegan-

friendly variation of the most 

loved Italian recipes without 

sacrificing taste.

packaging

glass jar or pouch

size

depends upon recipe

mpr

6K to 50K units

(depending upon supplier)

top sellers

vegan Bolognese,

vegan Alfredo

features

product of Italy, vegan, 

all natural

pasta sauce

5655

top sellers

arrabbiata, marinara, 

tomato and basil

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, all 

natural



green pesto

made in Italy with carefully selected raw materials, masterfully crafted 

according to the authentic recipe from Liguria region. Vegan-friendly 

variation available made with dairy free ingredients.

packaging

glass jar

or pouch

size

TBC

mpr

5K to 100K unit

(based upon supplier)

top sellers

basil pesto, organic 

basil pesto, vegan 

basil pesto

features

product of Italy, all 

natural, organic, vegan

plant-based pesto

innovative plant-based pesto made in Italy with carefully selected raw 

materials, providing a vegan-ok variation of traditional pesto. Best 

paired with short pasta cuts, it is also delectable spread on crispy slices 

of grilled bread for a creative appetizer.

packaging

glass jar

size

6.7 oz

mpr

3k cartons

top sellers

cauliflower pesto, 

chickpea pesto

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, vegan, plant-

based

5857

pesto



quinoa

ancient grain of faraway 

origins, grown for thousands 

of years in South America. 

Nowadays, thanks to the 

varieties available and their 

adaptability to different 

climates and soils, quinoa 

cultivation is expanding to 

many geographical areas.

packaging

cello bag

size

depends upon request

mpr

depends upon request

packaging

cello tube

traditional polenta

an Italian classic delivered in a 

handy tube ideal for easy 

preparations. Exquisite sliced 

with creamy mushrooms and 

grated cheese on top, to enjoy 

an authentic aperitif from 

northern Italy.

size

depends upon request

mpr

30K units

polenta

top sellers

plain polenta

features

product of Italy, all 

natural

quinoa

6059

top sellers

quinoa

features

processed of Italy, 

naturally gluten-free, 

available organic



grissini and tarallini

a selected range of traditional 

baked goods perfect for a 

quick snack or for preparing 

creative appetizers. Ideal to 

add a crunchy touch to 

cheese and/or cold cuts 

boards; also exquisite dipped 

in extra virgin olive oil or 

favorite tapenade.

packaging

cello bag

size

depends upon request

mpr

5K units (grissini), 

1 ton (tarallini)

salty snack

6261

top sellers

grissini, tarallini

features

product of Italy, all 

natural



eac

packaging

depends upon request

flavored salts

a tempting selection of 

aromatic salts, perfect for a 

twist to the traditional 

seasoning. Each blend is 

created to add a gourmet 

touch to fish or meat-based 

recipes and turn plain 

dishes into specialties 

worthy of a chef.

size

depends upon request

mpr

depends upon request

tomato paste

made with Italian tomatoes 

harvested at the perfect 

stage of ripeness and 

carefully selected to grant 

the best quality. Velvety 

and with an enticing red 

nuance. Delivered in a 

handy tube ready to 

squeeze.

packaging

tube

size

5.3 oz

mpr

100K units

seasoning tomatoes

top sellers

garlic and parsley; 

rosemary, garlic and 

oregano, truffle 

features

product of Italy, all 

natural

top sellers

organic tomato paste

features

product of Italy, organic, 

no artificial flavorings or 

colorings

6463



tomato preserves

Italian tomatoes carefully 

selected, then processed and 

packed with advanced 

techniques.  Without artificial 

flavorings or colorings to 

provide the most natural taste. 

Suitable to prepare many 

exquisite Italian tomato-based 

sauces and Ragù.

packaging

tin, glass jar, glass bottle

size

depends upon request

mpr

45K units (canned), 21K 

units (purée), annual 

commitment required for 

organic purée 

top sellers

whole peeled, diced, 

purée

features

product of Italy, all 

natural

tomatoes

6665



balsamic vinegar of 

Modena
made in Italy with high-quality 

raw materials. Produced in the 

renowned Italian provinces of 

Modena and Reggio Emilia, 

where the balsamic vinegar 

has been produced for ages. 

Obtained by slow acetification 

of grape must and wine 

vinegar for pleasant sweet and 

sour dressing. 

packaging

glass bottle

size

8.5 fl. oz, 16.9 fl. oz

mpr

3,5K to 11,5K units

(depending upon recipe)

vinegar

top sellers

aged balsamic vinegar 

of Modena, balsamic 

vinegar of Modena

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, PGI 

certified

6867



eac

packaging

PET

balsamic glaze

a delightful range of velvety 

glazes made with a touch of 

balsamic vinegar of Modena. 

Creamy texture and bold taste, 

perfect for dressing cheese, 

fruit or dessert. 

size

8.5 fl. oz

mpr

3,5K to 11,5K units

(depending upon supplier)

wine vinegars and 

condiments
traditional range of wine 

vinegars suitable for cooking 

or dressing. Also ideal for 

preparing fresh vinaigrettes 

and marinades for grilled 

meat and fish.

packaging

glass bottle

size

depends upon request

mpr

3,5K to 11,5K units

(depending upon supplier)

vinegar

top sellers

fig condiment, classic 

glaze, strawberry glaze

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

7069

top sellers

red wine vinegar; 

white wine vinegar

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings



ITALIAN SPECIALTIES
FROZEN CATALOGUE
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Frozen pasta

Frozen appetizers

Frozen breakfast 

Frozen filled pasta

Frozen gnocchi

73

83

75

77

79

81

mini-calzone, panzerottini, arancini, 

aperipasta

classic, multigrain, chocolate chips

ravioli with ricotta cheese & spinach

alla «Sorrentina», four cheese, 

Gorgonzola cheese

tomato & mozzarella, pesto, cacio & 

pepe, fettuccine Alfredo

Frozen pizza

89

Margherita, truffle & mushroom, arugula 

& figs, butternut squash, others TA
B

L
E
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F
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O

N
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N
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Frozen risotto

91

pumpkin, vegetable paella

Frozen second course

93

lemon chicken, couscous-based 

patties, cod-based burger

Frozen soups

Bean, lentil & spinach, mixed legumes



Frozen appetizers

packaging

BoxMust-have selection of the most 

famous appetizers from 

southern Italy cookbooks, in 

small size to enjoy anytime! The 

range includes the traditional 

calzoni and panzerotti, crispy 

arancini with a soft heart made 

of cheese and the new 

aperipasta – small bites of 

pasta recipes wrapped in a 

crunchy coating.

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

7473

mq printing

TBC upon interest

Italian aperitivo

top selling flavors:

Mini calzone with cheese, 

panzerottino tomato & 

mozzarella, arancino, 

aperipasta cacio & pepe

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, palm oil free



Frozen breakfast

packaging

Heat-sealed bagFragrant selection of the iconic 

“schiocco" roll, somewhere 

between a small bun of bread 

and a French croissant. Perfect 

for kicking off the day with a 

load of low-calorie goodness. 

The range includes a plain 

schiocco, a multigrain flour-

based schiocco and a chocolate 

chips-filled schiocco to please 

everyone’s taste!

size

400gr-600gr

mq production

TBC upon interest

7675

mq printing

TBC upon interest

“Schiocco” bun

top selling flavors:

Classic, multigrain, with 

chocolate chips

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, palm oil free



Frozen filled pasta

packaging

Heat-sealed bag
The most traditional shape 

among the filled pastas of the 

Italian culinary tradition: the 

ravioli, with its signature 

squared design with wavy 

edges. The ravioli is filled with 

the most delicious mix of ricotta 

cheese and spinach and 

covered with tasty tomato 

sauce. Good as freshly made at 

home.

size

450gr-650gr

mq production

TBC upon interest

7877

mq printing

TBC upon interest

R-T-E filled pasta meals

top selling flavors:

Ravioli filled with ricotta 

cheese & spinach

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes



Frozen gnocchi

packaging

Heat-sealed bag or tray

with film and outer carton
Delicious selection of gnocchi-

based recipes from the Italian 

culinary tradition. Gnocchi are 

made with semolina and 

potatoes to  deliver the softest 

dumplings ever. The range 

includes the traditional 

“Sorrentina” with rich tomato 

sauce and stretchy mozzarella 

cheese or savory cheeses.

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

8079

mq printing

TBC upon interest

R-T-E gnocchi meals

top selling flavors:

Tomato & mozzarella 

(Sorrentina), 4 cheeses, 

with gorgonzola cheese

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes



Frozen pasta

packaging

Heat-sealed bag or tray

with film and outer carton
Delicious selection of pasta-

based recipes from the Italian 

culinary tradition. With its rough 

and porous surface, pasta 

catches the sauce delightfully. 

The range includes the 

traditional “Sorrentina” with rich 

tomato sauce and stretchy 

mozzarella cheese or savory 

cheeses for iconic recipes such 

as cacio & pepe or Alfredo.

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

8281

mq printing

TBC upon interest

R-T-E pasta meals

top selling flavors:

Fusilli tomato & 

mozzarella (Sorrentina) or 

pesto, Spaghetti cacio & 

pepe, Fettuccine Alfredo

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes



Frozen pizza (round-shaped)

packaging

Bag in boxWide selection of pizzas 

combining tradition with new 

flavors. The dough is naturally 

leavened for the most natural 

taste and the crust is hand-

topped to provide a home-

made style experience. The 

range includes some classics 

such as the Margherita or 

mouthwatering combinations of 

vegetables, fruit and cheeses.

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

8483

mq printing

TBC upon interest

Her majesty the pizza!

top selling flavors:

Margherita, truffle & 

mushroom, giardiniera, 

Mediterranean flavors

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, rich topping, 

vegetarian or vegan 

option for some recipes



Her majesty the pizza! packaging

Bag in box

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

mq printing

TBC upon interest

top selling flavors:

Arugula & figs, mushroom 

& kale, mushroom & 

butternut squash, brussel 

sprouts & goat cheese  

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, rich topping, 

vegetarian or vegan 

option for some recipes

Frozen pizza (round-shaped)

8685

Wide selection of pizzas 

combining tradition with new 

flavors. The dough is naturally 

leavened for the most natural 

taste and the crust is hand-

topped to provide a home-

made style experience. The 

range includes some classics 

such as the Margherita or 

mouthwatering combinations of 

vegetables, fruit and cheeses.



Her majesty the pizza! packaging

Bag in box

size

Various sizes 

available

mq production

TBC upon interest

mq printing

TBC upon interest

top selling flavors:

Tomato & mozzarella, 

spinach & cheese, grilled 

vegetables, 4 cheeses

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, rich filling, 

vegetarian or vegan 

option for some recipes

Frozen pizza (flute-shaped)

8887

Wide selection of pizzas 

combining tradition with new 

flavors. The dough is naturally 

leavened for the most natural 

taste and the crust is hand-

topped to provide a home-

made style experience. The 

range includes some flute-

shaped classics or mini portion 

for creative dinners or tempting 

snacks.



Delicious selection of rice-

based recipes from the Italian or 

European culinary tradition. 

Rice is cooked “al dente” for the 

perfect cooking performance. 

The range includes a traditional 

risotto from Italy - with sweet 

pumpkin and pumpkin seeds oil, 

and a much-appreciated recipe 

from Spain: a spiced paella with 

vegetables.

R-T-E rice meals packaging

Tray with film and outer 

carton

size

250gr-300gr

mq production

TBC upon interest

mq printing

TBC upon interest

top selling flavors:

Pumpkin risotto, 

vegetable paella

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes

Frozen risotto

9089



Delicious selection of second 

courses perfect for any dietary 

need. Chicken breasts, fish 

burgers or couscous-based 

patties sided by rice or 

vegetables for a complete meal, 

for one person, at home or in 

the office. Ready to eat in a few 

minutes thanks to the handy 

microwavable packaging.  

R-T-E second courses packaging

Tray with film and outer 

carton

size

250gr

mq production

TBC upon interest

mq printing

TBC upon interest

top selling flavors:

Couscous-based patties, 

cod-based burger, lemon 

chicken

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes

Frozen second course

9291



Delicious selection of legume-

based soups recipes from the 

Italian culinary tradition, perfect 

for a complete meal, for one 

person, at home or in the office. 

Ready to eat in a few minutes 

thanks to the handy microwavable 

packaging. Wonderfully suited 

with some raw extra virgin olive oil 

drizzled on top before serving.

R-T-E heart-warming soups packaging

Tray with film and outer 

carton

size

300gr-400gr

mq production

TBC upon interest

mq printing

TBC upon interest

top selling flavors:

Bean, lentil & spinach 

with thyme, contadina 

(mixed legumes)

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, ready to eat in few 

minutes

Frozen soups

9493



ITALIAN GELATO
ICE CREAM CATALOGUE
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Cones: classic

Bites: classic

Bites: crunchy

Bites: round-shaped

Bites: square-shaped

97

107

99

101

103

105

cookie dough, vanilla, salted caramel

cream & toffee, chocolate & toffee

cream, almond, chocolate

cream, hazelnut, pistachio, gianduia, 

sour cherry, coffee

cream, chocolate, sour cherry

Cones: with biscuits

109

cream & chocolate with biscuits 

on top TA
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Cones: mini

111

cream, chocolate, strawberry

Cones: twisted

113

pistachio with hazelnuts, cream with 

hazelnuts

Sandwiches: half-dipped

115

cream, chocolate, vanilla

Sandwiches: round-shaped

117

cream or biscuits & chocolate chips,

yogurt & honey swirls, five grains biscuits 

Sandwiches: square-shaped

119

cream, chocolate

Organic ice-cream on stick

coated mini ice-cream, fruit smoothies, 

fruit sorbet



Bites: classic

packaging

pouch, cup

Delicious ice cream gems

tempting Italian bonbons made 

with selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. 

Covered with dark or milk 

chocolate and filled with vanilla, 

cookie dough or salted caramel 

according to the current trends. 

Delivered in a handy pouch or 

cup to easily preserve the 

freshness bite after bite.

size

10 x 0.5oz

8 x 0.3oz

mq production

25.000 units

9897

mq printing

25.000 units

top selling

coating: dark cocoa, milk 

cocoa

filling: cookie dough, 

vanilla, salted caramel

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available



Bites: crunchy

packaging

pouchdelightful Italian ice cream 

pralines made with selected 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. The 

luscious dark chocolate coating 

is enriched with biscuit crumble 

to add extra crunchiness. Filled 

with cream or chocolate and 

enhanced with the unique flavor 

of toffee.

size

16 x 0.5oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

top selling

coating: dark cocoa with 

biscuit crumble

filling: cream & toffee, 

chocolate & toffee

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

Yummy and crunchy!

10099



Bites: round-shaped

packaging

box, cupwide assortment of ice cream 

bites made in Italy with selected 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Round-

shaped for a fancy and eye-

catching appearance, perfect 

for special occasions. 

Traditional fillings among the 

most appreciated from Italian 

classic gelato.

size

10 x 0.42oz (box)

12 x 0.44oz (cup)

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Another one bite to ice cream 

top selling

coating: dark cocoa, milk 

cocoa

filling: cream, almond, 

chocolate

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

102101



Bites: square-shaped

packaging

cupwide assortment of ice cream 

bites made in Italy with selected 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Square-

shaped for a fancy and eye-

catching appearance, perfect 

for special occasions. Many 

fillings available to satisfy every 

palate with the most loved and 

tempting ice cream flavors.

size

20 x 0.32oz

18 x 0.32oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Another one bite to ice cream 

top selling

coating: dark cocoa, milk 

cocoa

filling: cream, hazelnut, 

pistachio, gianduia, sour 

cherry, coffee

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

104103



Cones: classic

packaging

boxall-time favorite ice cream in 

cone, masterfully crafted in Italy 

with selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. 

Enjoy the crispy cone and the 

velvety ice cream enriched with 

hazelnut grains, perfectly 

combined to recall the authentic 

Italian take-away gelato.

size

6 x 2.5oz

4 x 2.64oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

I-conic delight!

recipes available

filling: cream, chocolate, 

sour cherry

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

gluten-free options 

available (corn wafer)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan and gluten-free 

available

106105



Cones: with biscuits

packaging

boxall-time favorite ice cream in 

cone enriched with an entire 

biscuit on top. Masterfully 

crafted in Italy with selected 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Cream 

and chocolate ice cream 

wonderfully spouse the crispy 

choco-disc laid on top, for a 

creative twist to traditional cone.

size

4 x 2.11oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Bop to the top

top selling

filling: cream & chocolate 

with biscuit on top

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

gluten-free options 

available (corn wafer)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan and gluten-free 

available

108107



Cones: mini

packaging

boxpetite variation to traditional ice

cream on cone, made in Italy

with selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. Mini 

cones are the perfect choice for 

all those who desire to enjoy a 

special little moment of 

goodness. Three flavorings 

available to satisfy every palate.  

size

12 x 0.67oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

top selling

filling: cream, chocolate, 

strawberry

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

gluten-free options 

available (corn wafer)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan and gluten-free 

available

Small but gold

110109



Cones: twisted

packaging

boxexquisite ice cream curls on

cone, masterfully crafted in Italy 

with selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. The 

appealing swirl design of ice 

cream on a crunchy wafer turns 

this gelato into a funny delight! 

Enjoy both pistachio or cream 

enriched with hazelnut filling for 

an extra layer of deliciousness.

size

3 x 2.04oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Let’s twist again!

top selling

filling: pistachio with 

hazelnuts, cream with 

hazelnuts

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

gluten-free options 

available (corn wafer)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan and gluten-free 

available

112111



Sandwiches: half-dipped

packaging

boxtasty ice cream range 

masterfully crafted in Italy with 

selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. Soft 

ice cream hold one half in a 

crunchy chocolate coating and 

one half between two delicious 

cookie pieces. The impeccable 

ice cream all-in-one!

size

6 x 2.04oz

6 x 2.11oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Half and half

top selling

coating: dark cocoa, 

cocoa & hazelnut grains

filling: cream, vanilla, 

chocolate

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

114113



Sandwiches: round-shaped

packaging

box
delicious round-shaped ice 

cream, 100% made in Italy with 

selected ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. 

These soft biscuit-discs, plain or 

half-dipped in chocolate, stuffed 

with creamy fillings are ideal for 

a mouthwatering break suitable 

for everyone. 

size

6 x 1.7oz

6 x 1.41oz

4 x 2.04oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

top selling

filling: cream or biscuits 

with chocolate chips, 5 

grains biscuit, 5 grains 

biscuit half-dipped in 

chocolate, yogurt & honey 

swirls

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

The perfect circle

116115



Sandwiches: square-shaped

packaging

boxfavorite, well-known sandwich 

ice cream of all time, 100% 

made in Italy with selected 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Tasty 

cream or chocolate embraced 

between two scrumptious 

cookies, preserving the original 

shape and flavor of a timeless 

classic gelato.

size

6 x 1.94oz

6 x 1.76oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

The popular cookie ice cream

top selling

filling: cream, chocolate

vegan options available 

(coconut milk, soya)

features

product of Italy, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

vegan available

118117



Organic ice-cream on stick: coated mini ice-cream

packaging

box
creamy ice-cream under a 

luscious chocolate coating. 

Made in Italy with selected 

organic ingredients and no 

artificial colorings or flavorings 

to preserve genuine taste. 

Enjoy the double chocolate 

option for an intense experience 

in taste; try the perfect combo of 

chocolate and raspberry for an 

irresistible match.

size

6 x 7.4oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Crunchy little pleasure

top selling

coating: milk chocolate 

with almond crumbs, dark 

chocolate

filling: milk chocolate, 

raspberry

features

product of Italy, organic, 

gluten-free, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings, 

non-GMO, palm oil free

120119



Organic ice-cream on stick: fruit smoothies

packaging

boxcolorful iced smoothies perfect 

to enjoy a delectable, refreshing 

fruit-break at any time. Made in 

Italy with selected organic 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Many 

flavors available masterfully 

crafted from the finest fruit, ideal 

to please the palate of all 

consumers, from adults to kids.

size

4 x 9.5oz

4 x 9.8oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

Tutti frutti, oh rootie!

top selling

flavor: mango, banana & 

strawberry, raspberry

top cut: round-shaped, 

square-shaped 

features

product of Italy, organic, 

gluten-free, vegan, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings, non-GMO

122121



Organic ice-cream on stick: fruit sorbet

packaging

boxcolorful iced sorbets perfect to 

enjoy a delectable, refreshing 

fruit-break at any time. Made in 

Italy with selected organic 

ingredients and no artificial 

colorings or flavorings to 

preserve genuine taste. Many 

flavors available masterfully 

crafted from the finest fruit, ideal 

to please the palate of all 

consumers, from adults to kids.

size

8 x 8.4oz

8 x 11.3oz

mq production

25.000 units

mq printing

25.000 units

The sorbet the better!

top selling

flavor: assorted lemon & 

orange, assorted sour 

cherry, lemon & apricot

features

product of Italy, organic, 

gluten-free, vegan, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings, non-GMO

124123



ITALIAN CONFECTIONERY
SEASONAL ITEMS CATALOGUE
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Chocolate bites

Nougat bars

Nougat bites

Chocolate bars

Chocolate pralines

127

135

128

129

131

133

soft nougat with almonds, soft 

nougat with hazelnuts

classic, covered with dark or 

white choco, flavored chocolate 

gianduja bars with hazelnuts, 

dark bars with hazelnuts 

choco & hazelnuts, dark choco, 

salted caramel, pistachio 

chocolate truffles, gianduiotti

137
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Glazed panettone

138

with sugar crumbs and Italian 

almonds

Filled panettone

139

limoncello, dark chocolate, dark 

chocolate & puffed rice, tiramisù

Chocolate panettone

141

with dark chocolate glaze and 

sugar grains

Classic pandoro

142

with powdered sugar

Mignon line

classic, with chocolate chips

Classic panettone
with raisins and candied fruit



soft nougat bars

an ancient Christmas sweet from Italian tradition, made with the best 

almonds or hazelnuts, masterfully blend with precious honey and 

whipped albumen. Here in its soft variation suitable for the entire family.

packaging

stand up bag

size

12 x 5.64oz

mpr

TBC

top sellers

soft nougat with 

almonds, soft nougat 

with hazelnuts

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

soft nougat bites

wide range of soft, small nougats made in Italy with the finest 

ingredients. Classic with almonds, covered with dark or white chocolate 

or enriched with flavored chocolate for an intense experience in taste.

packaging

pillow bag

size

15 x 4.12oz

mpr

TBC

top sellers

classic, covered with 

dark or white choco, 

flavored chocolate 

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

128127

nougat bitesnougat bars



The authentic, exotic taste 

of chocolate
must-have chocolate bars, 

made in Italy with the finest 

ingredients since 1970. Whole 

hazelnuts nestled in tempting 

gianduja chocolate or rich dark 

chocolate, providing a nicely 

extra crunchiness. Perfect to be 

enjoyed alone, with a chalice of 

dessert wine or an Italian 

espresso coffee.

packaging

box

size

12 x 5.29oz

mpr

TBC

chocolate bars

top sellers

gianduja choco with 

hazelnuts, dark choco 

with hazelnuts

features

product of Italy, UTZ 

certified, no artificial 

colorings or flavorings

130129



chocolate pralines

packaging

pillow bag

Lucious chocolate bites

wide assortment of Italian 

nougats, made in Italy with the 

best ingredients. Two timeless 

classics – dark chocolate 

torroncini or milk chocolate 

torroncini with hazelnuts – and 

two exquisite novelties to enrich 

the line: gianduja torroncini 

covered with salted caramel 

and dark chocolate torroncini 

with pralinated pistachio!

size

15 x 4.12oz

mpr

TBC

top sellers

choco & hazelnuts, 

dark choco, salted 

caramel, pistachio 

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings, gluten free

132131



truffles

sweet Italian truffles in two delectable variants, made according to the 

authentic recipes from northern Italy: finest milk chocolate with nougat 

grains or extra dark chocolate with Italian hazelnuts. A true goodness.

packaging

stand up bag

size

12 x 5.64oz

mpr

TBC

top sellers

gianduja truffles, 

nougat & dark truffles

features

product of Italy, authentic 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

Gianduiotti

traditional pralines originally from Piedmont region, made with high-

quality gianduja chocolate and Italian hazelnuts. Exceptionally creamy 

and rich in flavor to please every chocolate lover.

packaging

stand up bag

size

16 x 5.64oz

mpr

TBC

top sellers

classic giaduiotti

features

product of Italy, authentic 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

chocolate bites

134133



The excellence of Italian 

Christmas
genuine specialty from the 

Italian confectionery, made with 

carefully selected raw materials 

following the authentic recipe 

from Milan. Slowly leavened for 

48 hours to obtain unique 

softness and distinctive holey 

inside, classic panettone is 

enriched with sweet raisins and 

candied fruit of highest quality.

packaging*

cello / box

size

12 x 26.4oz or 35.2oz

mpr

40 cartons

classic panettone

top sellers

classic with raisins and 

candied fruit, with 

chocolate chips

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

136135



glazed panettone

made in Italy with high-quality ingredients, without artificial colorings or 

flavorings to preserve natural flavors. The pleasure of classic panettone 

from northern Italy with raisins and candied fruit, enriched with a 

crunchy glaze made with sugar crumbs and Italian almonds. 

packaging

cello / box

size

6 x 26.4oz

mpr

60 cartons

top sellers

glazed with sugar 

crumbs and almonds

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

filled panettone

the softness of Italian panettone dough enhanced with a delectable 

creamy filling to deliver extra taste. Three luscious flavorings available: 

Limoncello cream, dark chocolate or Tiramisù (coffee). Dark chocolate 

variant is also available with puffed rice for extra crispiness.

packaging

cello / box

size

12 x 28.2oz

mpr

40 cartons

top sellers

limoncello, dark chocolate, 

dark chocolate with puffed 

rice, tiramisù (coffee)

features

product of Italy, traditional 

recipe, no artificial 

flavorings or colorings

filled panettoneglazed panettone

138137



made in Italy with the best raw 

materials, without artificial colors 

or flavors to deliver genuine 

flavors. Thanks to the rich 

cream of the finest dark 

chocolate and the glaze 

enriched with sugar grains, each 

slice of this filled panettone is a 

true moment of pleasure to 

enjoy at the holidays.

packaging

cello / box

size

6 x 28.2oz

mpr

60 cartons

chocolate panettone

An exquisite gem of 

velvety dark chocolate

top sellers

chocolate filling with 

dark chocolate glaze 

and sugar grains

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

140139



packaging*

cello / box

the kids’ choice
an evergreen Christmas 

classic of the Italian tradition, 

made with the best raw 

materials for delivering high-

quality taste and texture. Fluffy 

and delicate, pandoro is the 

children's favorite and it is 

much appreciated also by 

adults who love light flavors. 

Chocolate variant available.

size

8 x 22.9oz

mpr

48 cartons

classic pandoro

packaging

cello / box

goodness in a small size

a special range of tiny 

panettone and pandoro made 

in Italy with raw materials of 

the highest quality to ensure 

genuine products. Classic 

options for those who love 

traditional flavors or enriched 

with fine dark chocolate chips 

for a touch of extra taste.  Also 

perfect for a kids’ present.

size

36 x 3.5oz or 2.8oz

mpr

96 cartons

mignon line

top sellers

classic, enriched with 

chocolate chips

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

top sellers

classic, enriched with 

chocolate chips

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

142141
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Grains & flours 

Appetizers

Couscous

Drinks & beverages

Frozen

145

157

149

151
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155

marinated and grilled vegetables, 

table olives

traditional, whole wheat, corn

plant-based milk

vegetables in cubes, vegetables 

in slices, veggie soups

rice, cereal, flour, gluten-free snack
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Gluten-free pasta

Vinegar

Oils

Pasta sauce

Pesto

Tomato product

159

161

164

165

167

legume-based pasta, cereal-

based pasta

extra virgin olive oil, pure oil

Italian classics, tomato-based 

sauce

vegetable-based pesto

tomato purée

balsamic vinegar of Modena, 

balsamic glaze, white condiment
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marinated and grilled 

vegetables

must-have selection of 

preserved vegetables, grilled, 

stuffed or simply marinated, 

made with raw materials from 

Italian farms. Ideal for enriching 

pasta salads, for topping grilled 

bread or pizza and enjoy an 

extra layer of Italian taste.

packaging

plastic bag in tray

size

67 oz

moq

120 cases

appetizers

top sellers

grilled egglplant slices,

stuffed olives with

pepper, artichokes with

stems «alla Romana»

complete list of

capabilities available

upon interest

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial additives, 

vegan, ready to eat
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table olives

wide range of Italian specialties,  

perfect as snack or creative 

appetizers. Olives are harvested 

at the perfect stage of ripeness 

for each variety to deliver the 

best flavor. Also enjoyable on 

pizza, mixed with fresh salads 

or plain to taste the original 

flavor.

packaging

pail; rectangular tray

size

63.8 oz (pail)

70.5 oz (rectangular tray)

moq

to be defined upon interest

appetizers

148147

top sellers

Cerignola olives, 

Gaeta olives, Leccino 

olives

complete list of

capabilities available

upon interest

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial additives



plain couscous

among the most known and 

appreciated food from the 

Mediterranean gastronomy. 

Comes out by moistening 

durum wheat semolina with 

water until they blend into tiny, 

delightful grains. Good source 

of carbs and energy, perfect to 

cook creative hot or cold 

preparations. Also available 

organic.

packaging

paper bag with sticker

size

176.3 oz

moq

20k bags

couscous

150149

top sellers

traditional, whole wheat, 

corn

features

product of Italy, 

available organic



plant-based milk

exquisite substitutes to 

traditional milk made with the 

best raw materials from 

selected farms. Almond, 

cashew and oat are rich in 

nutritional benefits and ideal for 

adding more fiber and vitamins 

as part of a healthy lifestyle. 

Perfect for those who follow a 

vegan diet and looking for 

delicious alternatives.

packaging

Tetrapack

size

33.8 fl. oz

moq

to be defined upon interest

drinks & beverage

152151

top sellers

almond milk, chashew 

milk, oat milk

features

product of Italy, vegan, 

plant-based, all natural



cubed or sliced vegetables 

extensive assortment of frozen vegetables, made in Italy with selected 

raw materials. Cubed or sliced, perfect for many preparations where 

greens are required, such as potatoes, spinach and chard. Veggie 

florets and pulses also available to meet all consumers’ needs.

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

moq

672 units

top sellers

spinach cubes,

broccoli florets, potato

in cubes

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

veggie soups

mix of vegetables suitable to prepare many exquisite recipes from 

Italian gastronomy, such as the popular Minestrone. Made in Italy with 

carefully selected raw materials to ensure genuine product. Without 

artificial colorings of flavorings to preserve natural taste of ingredients. 

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

moq

672 units

top sellers

red pesto, arugula 

pesto, peppers pesto, 

garlic pesto

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

complete list of capabilities available upon interest.

frozen
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rice, cereal & flour

wide range of grains and flours processed in Italy with carefully 

selected raw materials. Best seller varieties of rices, such as Arborio 

and Carnaroli, perfect for Italian risotto. Selected flours from legumes 

and cereals, suitable for many preparations. Also available organic.

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

moq

672 units

top sellers

Arborio rice, Carnaroli

rice, quinoa, chickpea

flour, rice flour

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

gluten-free snack

innovative chips made with legume and cereal flours to provide a tasty 

alternative to classic potato-based chips. Suitable for those who follow 

a reduced-gluten diet or have celiac disease as all snacks are gluten-

free. Non-fried to deliver a healthy product.

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

moq

672 units

top sellers

legume chips, 

edamame chips, corn 

& quinoa chips 

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings, gluten-free

complete list of capabilities available upon interest. complete list of capabilities available upon interest.

grains & flours gluten-free chips

156155



legume-based pasta and risoni

tasty alternative to durum wheat pasta, made in Italy with high-quality 

legume flours. No artificial colorings or flavorings added to provide with 

the authentic, rich taste of pulses. Ideal for those who are intolerant to 

gluten.

packaging

cello bag with sticker

size

141 oz

176 oz

moq

5 tons pasta

top sellers

red lentils, chickpeas

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, rich in protein

cereal-based pasta

innovative variation to durum wheat pasta, made with selected grains 

or grain mixes. Packed with a natural combination of healthy nutrients 

to respond to any nutrition request. Ideal for those who are intolerant to 

gluten.

packaging

cello bag with sticker;

bag in carton

size

176 oz

211.6 oz

moq

5 tons pasta

top sellers

corn & rice, buckwheat

features

product of Italy, gluten 

free, rich in fiber

gluten-free pasta

complete list of capabilities available upon interest. complete list of capabilities available upon interest.

158157



olive oil

extensive range of olive oils 

from major producing 

countries. Bottled in Italy with 

advanced techniques to 

preserve original taste and 

properties. Extra virgin olive 

oil, organic or conventional, 

and pure oil to satisfy all 

requirements.

packaging

PET

size

67.6 oz

moq

99 cases

oils

top sellers

evoo med blend, 

organic evoo 100% 

Spain, pure oil

features

packed in Italy, no 

artificial additives 

160159



Italian classics

selected range of the best 

sauces from the Italian 

gastronomy, such as Tomato & 

Basil, Arrabbiata and Basil 

Pesto. Made with the best 

ingredients and  masterfully 

crafted to provide the 

creamiest texture. Perfect to 

coat any pasta shape or as 

creative pizza topping.

packaging

plastic bucket

size

53 oz

moq

210 units

pasta sauce

top sellers

tomato & basil, tomato & 

garlic, arrabbiata sauce, 

napoletana, basil pesto

complete list of

capabilities available

upon interest

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

162161



tomato-based sauce

red sauces made with pulpy tomatoes, harvested at the ideal stage of 

ripeness for a juicy pulp and a vibrant red color. Two of the most loved 

Italian recipes straight from grandams cookbook ready to eat at home.

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

mpr

672 units

top sellers

Marinara sauce, 

Arrabbiata sauce

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

smooth pesto

made in Italy with carefully selected raw materials, masterfully crafted 

according to the authentic recipes from Italian regions. From classic red 

pesto from Sicily to alternative variations made with delicious veggies.

packaging

plastic jar with sticker

size

35.3 oz

moq

672 units

top sellers

red pesto, arugula 

pesto, peppers pesto, 

garlic pesto

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial colorings or 

flavorings

pestopasta sauce

164163



tomato purée

Italian tomato passata made 

with carefully selected raw 

materials, processed and 

packed with advanced 

techniques.  Without artificial 

flavorings or colorings to 

provide the most natural taste. 

Suitable to prepare many 

exquisite Italian tomato-based 

sauces and Ragù.

packaging

tetrapack

size

33.8 fl. oz

moq

to be defined upon interest

tomato product

top sellers

tomato purée

features

product of Italy, all 

natural

166165



balsamic vinegar of 

Modena
made in Italy with high-quality 

raw materials. Produced in the 

renowned Italian provinces of 

Modena and Reggio Emilia, 

where the balsamic vinegar 

has been produced for ages. 

Obtained by slow acetification 

of grape must and wine 

vinegar for pleasant sweet and 

sour dressing. 

packaging

PET

size

67.6 fl. oz; 169 fl. oz  

moq

195 to 240 cases

vinegar

168167

top sellers

balsamic vinegar of 

Modena PGI

features

product of Italy, 

traditional recipe, PGI 

certified



eac

packaging

PET; HDPE

balsamic glaze

a delightful range of velvety 

glazes made with a touch of 

balsamic vinegar of Modena. 

Creamy texture and bold taste, 

perfect for dressing cheese, 

fruit or dessert. 

size

8.5 fl. oz; 16.9 fl. oz

moq

675 to 1.155 cases

white condiment

exquisite dressing made 

with a touch of balsamic 

vinegar of Modena, perfect 

for preparing vinaigrette or 

marinating meat and fish.

packaging

PET

size

67.6 fl. oz; 169 fl. oz  

moq

195 to 240 cases

vinegar

top sellers

white condiment

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings

170169

top sellers

strawberry glaze, 

classic glaze

features

product of Italy, no 

artificial flavorings or 

colorings



Centro Direzionale Isola E/2 - 80143 Naples (IT)
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marketing@agritalia.com | www.agritalia.com 

Via Dott. Antonio Persia, Zona ASI - 80035 Nola (IT)

Ph. +39.081.311.13.11 - Fax +39.081.311.13.99 

info@agrilogistica.com | www.agrilogistica.com

811 Totowa Road, Totowa - 07512 New Jersey (USA)
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agrusa@agrusainc.com | www.agrusainc.com
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